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One, perhaps the essential, motivation for

the development of FEFLOW has been to

facilitate efficient iterations of the modeling

cycle from model set-up to simulation to

visual and quantitative output of the results.

It is probably fair to say that, in the process,

FEFLOW pioneered the fully integrated gra-

phical user interface for subsurface mode-

ling software. Over the course of three

decades, its computation capabilities have

evolved to allow successful application to

an increasing variety of problems. This is

true in terms of physical processes as well as

concerning the spatial and temporal scales,

now spanning a range from millimeters to

several hundred kilometers, and from frac -

tions of a second to thousands of years,

respectively.

Along the way, a persisting tenet has been

to “keep the simulation honest” between

input and output: Given a particular discre-

tization, an oscillating solution may just be

a mathematical consequence and will in

such a case indeed be shown, foregoing

any hidden internal fudging (really,

changing) of user-specified input or inter-
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FEFLOW in a Generational Change
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This issue of DHI-WASY Aktuell exclusively
focuses on FEFLOW, our finite-element simu-
lation system for 3D and 2D flow, mass and
heat transport in porous and fractured
media. We are announcing the beginning 
of a new generation of FEFLOW, called
FEFLOW 6. It delivers a compelling advance-
ment in what modelers in the field of ground-
water and porous media have, until now,
only en visioned – best-in-class simula tion
capabilities assembled into a comprehensive
and flexible simulation environment. FEFLOW
6 is a not able milestone in FEF LOW’s 30-year
history. FEFLOW was born in 1979 as a fragile
and modest child, made its first steps in an
academic well-sheltered kindergarten, grew
continuously and be came autonomous and
successful in business. It was a development
that required many hands and contributions.
However, the advancements of FEFLOW
notwithstanding, the journey is not (perhaps
will never be) complete. To address the
modeling challenges on the horizon, DHI-
WASY will continue to reinvest in develop-
ment and research and to explore new tech-
nologies for FEFLOW. In providing FEFLOW 6,
we feel suitably prepared to cope with the
future challenges in subsurface and porous
media modeling. The future begins now.
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Fig. 2:  Surface-water
bodies and their represen-
tation as map and boun-

dary conditions

Fig. 3:  A combination of
data plots on a partially

carved-out model domain
(salt diapir in a sedimen-

tary basin, 5x vertical
exaggeration)

implying a serial workflow with a compara-

tively fixed sequence of operations. Instead,

the new design keeps all functionality

accessible whenever possible to ensure

maximum flexibility and efficiency for the

user.

Essentially, FEFLOW 6 gives the modeler

more degrees of freedom together with the

accompanying means of control. Figure 1

shows an example layout of the user inter-

face with the basic toolbars (labeled on

top), the key control panels (labeled on the

left), and a set of views showing different

aspects of the current state of the model.

The docking feature of toolbars and panels

makes the user interface truly customizable.

Another, less apparent yet fundamental

change with respect to all previous FEFLOW

versions is found in the workflow philoso-

phy itself: the selection process has been

completely separated from any assignment

(or other model-modifying) operation.

Specifically, element or node selections can

be created by using any one, or a combina-

tion, of the available selection tools, inclu-

ding various mouse tools and intersection

of map polygons. At any time, the current

(volatile) selection can be made persistent

(internally stored) for later use. All as sign -

ments or modifications are automatically

directed at the current selection of nodes or

elements. Changes in the model state due

to user input or simulation progress are

immediately reflected by all open views in

which the respective parameter has been

activated for plotting.

Besides a Supermesh view for supermesh

design, there are three types of view wind-

ow for finite-element problems:

mediate results aimed at “nice-looking”

results. While well-defined smoothing

methods are available in FEFLOW, they are

subject to user control and never invoked

by default. This still applies fully to the most

recent release, FEFLOW 6. Utilizing current

GUI toolkit and graphics technology,

FEFLOW 6 does however represent a break

with the FEFLOW appearance that has

become familiar to many users over the

years. The likely most striking contrast in

the user interface reflects the change away

from a strictly hierarchical menu structure
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Fig. 4:  Three-dimensional
velocity-field visualization
via arrows and trans -
lucent color plots 

Fig. 5:  Velocity-field
visualization for the two-
dimensional Elder problem
via vector lines (top) and
bullets (bottom)

• FE-slice view, showing a 2D representa-

tion of a particular slice of the FE-mesh (a 

more flexible version of the main working 

area known from previous versions)

• Cross-section view for vertical, multi- 

segmented cross-sections of three-di-

mensional FE-problems

• 3D view for three-dimensional FE-pro-

blems

The new capability of multiple simultane-

ous views of the same problem will benefit

both model set-up and visualization of

results. For example, several views of the

vicinity of a cross-sectional line are shown in

Figure 1, together with a view of the corres-

ponding vertical cross section itself. Figure

2 presents plots of surface water bodies as

surface maps in 3D and 2D views, the latter

also showing a representation of the asso-

ciated boundary conditions. While view-

related memory is dynamically released

whenever appropriate, a practical limit on

the number of simultaneous views possible

will be imposed by the available RAM on a

given workstation.

Full mouse- and panel-controlled navigati-

on is available in all view-window types,

including zooming in or out at a particular

point (all view types), panning (all view

types), and rotation (2D in FE-slice views,

3D in 3D-views). Notably, the view wind-

ows remain interactive and their settings

accessible even during simulation computa-

tions. The mesh inspector, trusted compa-

nion through many FEFLOW releases, has

been augmented by a sensitivity to ele-

ment- and node-assigned data in 3D views.

As the plots of hydraulic conductivity, head

isolines and a solute-concentration isosur -

face in Figure 3 illustrate, multiple parame-

ters can be represented in the same view by

choosing contrasting color sequences and

different plotting styles. Element-based

(material) parameters are always shown as

noninterpolated patches while nodal scalar

data can be plotted either in a continuous-

ly interpolated manner or at user-specified

levels as fringes or as isolines/isosurfaces. 

Velocity fields (nodal vector data) require

representation of both direction and mag-

nitude. Magnitude alone can be plotted

similar to any other scalar parameter. The

standard 2D and 3D arrow plots use arrow

length to express magnitude (Figure 4). In

addition, FEFLOW 6 provides a vector plot

style that avoids arrow heads and instead

indicates direction by increasing opacity,

and a bullets style that represents magnitu-

de by color rather than size and is thus

especially useful for the visualization of low-

velocity regions (Figure 5). As an alternative

to vector plotting, pathlines provide spatial

and travel-time information for virtual parti-

cles released at user-specified locations

(Figure 6). 



The FEFLOW 6 Architecture
Rainer Gründler

In the transition from manual to industrial

software development, the software archi-

tecture of an application achieves a special

importance. Monolithic applications such

as FEFLOW 5.4 (2009), which has more

than two million instructions are being

replaced by framework applications with

mainly reusable components that commu-

nicate only via well-defined interfaces –  

ei ther directly in memory or via standard

communication networks. This way, several

coworkers can be coordinated independ -

ently for fixed subtasks. 

The design of components and their com-

munication, both among themselves and in

relationship with the framework applica -

tion, plays a central role. Apart from pro-

prietary protocols there exist a number of

market-established standards that pursue

different priorities. With respect to the spe-

cial demands of FEFLOW regarding perfor-

mance and memory management, stand -

ard architectures are only conditionally suit-

able. A compromise had to be found that

ensures reliability of components but also

preserves the freedom for the programmers

to influence code generation and control of

memory release. It is a major development

goal to be able to handle and solve finite-

element models with meshes containing up

to 107 nodes on standard desktop compu-

ters. This can be realized only by employing

64-bit technology and parallel processing

(multi-threading).

Up to Version 5.x, FEFLOW was a mono -

lithic application with closely intertwined

simulation kernel and graphical user inter-

face (GUI). This strong coupling comes with

a number of major disadvantages:

• A graphical environment (X11) must be 

active to perform simulations even in 

batch mode.

• The program startup time is dominated 

by the GUI.

• Maintenance of the program code is 

complicated.

• Time-consuming training and multi-field 

ability required for new co-programmers.

The design of FEFLOW 6 strictly separates

numerical code (simulation kernel) and ac -

companying code (GUI and tools). Based

on a set of interfaces, different clients can

use the kernel for obtaining/modifying

model data and/or performing simula tions.

On local machines, the data are  shared

completely in memory so that any over-

head is avoided.

Currently, four different clients are im -

plemented on top of the FEFLOW kernel

service:

• X11/Motif based GUI – compatible with 

FEFLOW 5.x. Stable version – no major 

development.

• Qt-based GUI – new multi-window ap -

plication. Main target platform for deve-

lopment.

• Console client – graphicless, text-only 

simulation framework. Python interpreter 

to be included in near-term future 

releases.

• FEFLOW Explorer – Microsoft Foundation 

Classes (MFC) based visualization client.

Flexible and powerful means of visualization

require effective control of the various view

components, especially in a 3D view where

any individual slice and layer can potential-

ly be shown together with cross sections,

isosurface plots and the possibly clipped or

carved model domain. A dedicated tree

control makes all individual components of

a view window accessible. Individual pro-

perties such as colors, opacity, plot ranges

and isolevels are controlled via property

panels. Since all settings of each open view

are stored together with the finite-element

problem, identical views will be restored

the next time the respective problem file is

opened.

While individual data plots can be exported

as scalable vector graphics for use in exter-

nal plotting software, there is also the pos-

sibility to obtain “snapshots” of a complete

view window where all view components

are rendered at a user-specified resolution

up to pixel numbers that are suitable for

poster printing.
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Fig. 6:  Pathlines and  isochrone markers 

Fig. 1:  FEFLOW kernel based client applications



Fig. 2:  Qt versus Motif
based GUI
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sion client applications and the FEFLOW

kernel may run on different computers. This

way, a distributed FEFLOW version can be

realized by providing only some additional

marshalling and proxy code but without

changing the source code of either client

applications or simulation kernel.

Given the raw simulator functionality of the

new FEFLOW kernel, the integration of

FEFLOW into combined and complex

modeling packages becomes much easier.

FEFLOW must no longer take the controller

or master role but it can also run in slave

mode. Public interfaces, such as OpenMI,

can be easily implemented to complement

the optimized internal FEFLOW interfaces.

Graphical User Interface based
on Qt Toolkit
The graphical user interface of FEFLOW 5.x

was subject to technical restrictions of the

OSF/Motif standard. In particular, the

follow ing drawbacks motivated the deve-

lopment of a replacement:

• Missing modern GUI elements such as 

tree views, lists views with multiple 

columns, splitter windows, combo boxes,

among other controls. No multi-docu-

ment architecture (MDI).

• OSF/Motif has remained quasi-un-

changed for more than 15 years and 

therefore looks accordingly “old-fa-

shioned”. No support for “themed” con-

trols.

• Unusual look and feel on Microsoft 

Windows platforms (file selection, etc.)

• Difficult internationalization and native-

language support.

• Under Windows: dependent on an X-ser-

ver as third-party product.

After a thorough evaluation period, the Qt

toolkit of the Norwegian company Trolltech

Additionally, specialized client applications

for customers with limited user interaction

can be easily created and maintained. 

The FEFLOW kernel interfaces are designed

for speed and effectiveness to handle very

large models comfortably and with excel-

lent performance. The encapsulation of the

data transfer between clients and kernel

allows automated marshalling, a funda-

mental prerequisite so that in a future ver -

(now owned by Nokia) has been selected

for the design of the new FEFLOW graphi-

cal user interface. It is in fact the only practi-

cal multi-platform tool on the market. Qt

supports a native graphical user interface

with nearly identical source code on several

operating systems:

• Microsoft Windows

• Various Unix derivates including Linux

• Mac OS X for Apple computers.

Besides the multi-platform feature, the

seamless integration of the 3D standard

OpenGL was essential for the toolkit deci -

sion. Qt stores dialogs and other graphical

resources in XML files, which implies good

portability for future versions. HTML help,

printing and internationalization support

are also integrated in the toolkit.

The revised design incorporates dockable

control elements and profits especially from

flexible (and multiple, if desired) view win -

dows that allowing simultaneous editing

and monitoring of model data in multiple

layers, particularly directly in 3D.

Model-View-Controller
 architecture
In contrast to previous (Motif-based) ver -

sions, the FEFLOW 6 design follows the

Model-View-Controller (MVC) principle,

which is essentially state-of-the-art in

modern applications. This architecture

strictly separates data retention and proces-



sing (model) from data visualization (view)

and user interaction (controller). 

This approach allows multiple views for a

model, e.g., 2D and 3D views, as well as

shared tools for data manipulation. 

Selection-Operation paradigm
FEFLOW 6 introduces a new general work-

flow for editing parameters. First, nodes or

elements have to be selected by one of, or

a combination of several methods. These

include single, rubberbox, polygon, lasso,

border, map selection, or selection by a

logical expression. Selections can be exten-

ded or shrunk by logical operations, such as

union or intersection, and stored under a

unique name. Based on a current selection

it is possible to assign values from different

sources, such as constant values, time

series, lookup values, or mathematical

expressions, or to perform other operations

such as mesh refinement/derefinement or

pathline computation. Since each selection

method can be combined with any kind of

operation FEFLOW 6 offers much more edi-

ting capabilities than any previous version.

The year 2009 marks the 30th anniversary

of FEFLOW; the finite-element simulation

system for 3D and 2D flow, mass and heat

transport in porous and fractured media. It

should give us the opportunity to reflect the

history of its development in the preceding

three decades. It started in a time when 

finite elements represented a recent and

innovative modeling technology, which

began to penetrate tentatively the flow

modeling community with first single appli-

cations even in subsurface problems. So,

FEFLOW was born at early days when finite

elements were entering the field of ground-

water and porous media worldwide. From

the humble beginning as a simple one-man

FORTRAN IV 2D program without any gra-

phical features FEFLOW was continuously

and independently developed and exten-

ded over a highly dynamic period characte-

rized by innovations in computational

methods and a revolution in hardware and

information technologies. Today, FEFLOW

were applied with a substructuring tech -

nique to reduce the effective number of

equations to be solved. FINEL was able to

compute up to 3,600 unknowns on a 32K-

word mainframe computer equipped with

punchcard input and hardcopy printed out-

put. Applications referred to inviscid free-

surface flows under sluice gates, over spill-

ways and through valves. First attempts

were performed to extend FINEL to steady-

state advective and conductive heat trans-

port in lakes.

The Very Beginning 1979
At the Research Centre for Soil Fertility of

Müncheberg (Germany) I firstly turned to

groundwater flow and mass transport and

believed that porous media problems

would only present an intermediate epi -

sode in my life. As a natural extension to

potential flows, the FINEL programming

framework was expanded for groundwater

flow and mass transport applied to steady-

wears a much different face compared to

1979. It has been established worldwide as

a leading commercial software for mode-

ling porous and fractured media. FEFLOW is

at work in many companies, universities

and research institutions around the globe.

The benefits of deploying FEFLOW are

obvious: applications in shorter times at

higher quality and comprehension, and in

an improved competitiveness. For FEFLOW

customer success rests on providing a high-

quality product that is easy to use, techni-

cally advanced, multiplatform-capable,

compatible, and open to customization.

Predecessor
In 1973-1975 I developed the FINEL fi nite-

element program termed for computing

free-surface two-dimensional and axisym-

metric potential flow at the department of

hydrodynamics of the Technical Uni versity

of Dresden, Germany, as part of my Ph. D.

thesis. Bi-quadratic triangular elements
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30 Years of FEFLOW 
A Brief Historical Review

Hans-Jörg G. Diersch

Multi-threading
The new FEFLOW version uses multi-threa-

ding not only in the simulation kernel but

also in the graphical user interface. By

means of background processing the GUI

remains responsive even during time-con-

suming tasks such as mesh generation or

simulation run. This implies that the data

model and its parameters can be analyzed

even during simulation. 

Multi-threading is also used to improve the

performance of GUI-related tasks, such as

parameter assignment, regionalization, map

import, and also to accelerate the drawing

routines. With these capabilities, very large

models can be handled comfortably.

Fig. 3:  Model-View-
Controller architecture



state and transient 2D and axisymmetric

problems. This groundwater extension

required a new name, FEFLOW. The choice

of the name was inspired by my basic in -

tention of developing a general-purpose

finite-element analysis program for a fami-

ly of flow problems ranging from potential

flow via groundwater flow up to Navier-

Stokes flow. At the end, the plan stopped in

the middle at porous media problems

which have proven so manyfold, rich in

details and attractive in many applications.

However, the name FEFLOW has remained

since. The first “official” reference to FE -

FLOW was in 1979 at a groundwater confe-

rence (Simulation of coupled transport,

exchange and reaction processes in soil and

groundwater) held at the Technical Uni -

versity of Dresden. At that time FEFLOW

already provided an extended finite-ele-

ment library (quadrilaterals and triangles of

linear, quadratic or cubic type) and was

able to compute transient groundwater

flow and transport problems. Effort in

modeling density-coupled problems was

initiated.

FEFLOW Version 1 (1979-1986)
The project of building a general purpose

finite-element program was consequently

continued when I started to work at the

Institute of Mechanics at the Academy of

Sciences of (East-) Germany at Berlin in

1980. In a small working group FEFLOW

was further completed and improved, e. g.,

by developing mesh generators, a com-

mand line input language, introducing

FEFLOW Version 2 (1987-1990)
PC and microcomputers entered the mar-

ket and began to revolve the software dra-

matically. Graphics became a significant

component, not only for nicer plots and

color rendering, but also for efficient data

input and interaction. It was a chance to

trash the old limited pre- and postproces-

sing tools and restart consequently on this

new technology. The intention was the

development of a fully graphics-based and

interactive modeling package. There were

no prototypes at that time and the new

FEFLOW development had to start “from

upwind techniques as well as time-stepping

strategies. FEFLOW was applied to subsur -

face problems in an increasing extent.

Remarkable is the first Elder problem com-

putation in 1980 (Fig. 1) long before this

problem was recognized by others. For the

Elder problem a mixed finite-element for-

mulation was used in FEFLOW, where pres-

sure, velocity components and concentra -

tion were handled as primary variables. At

that time FEFLOW was a FORTRAN pro-

gram with a limited pre- and post-proces-

sing, runnable on mainframe computers

(Fig. 2).
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Fig. 1:  Hand-plotted velocity field of the Elder pro-
blem, year 1980 (published in ZAMM 1981). Basic -
ally pencil drawn with ruler on millimeter paper and
subsequently repainted by ink on parchment paper.

Fig. 2:  Example of FEFLOW listings of FORTRAN IV source code (left) and printout (right), year 1984

Fig. 3:  FEFLOW problem
editor in the SUN work-
station implementation
exhibiting already basic
features (e. g., control
panel, boundary conditi-
on input, mesh inspector,
background map, mes-
hing) similar in subse-
quent developments, year
1987. The proto typical
implementation was done
in the ACA group at IIASA
Laxenburg (Austria).
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scratch”. One challenge was finding effi-

cient strategies for handling and controlling

input and output data in the work flow

(basic geometry –> mesh generation –>

problem attribution –> simulation and

computational control –> evaluation), while

all nodal and elemental information re -

mains hidden from the user. The code was

completely rewritten from FORTRAN into

C. The implementations were performed

for SUN color graphics workstation (Fig. 3)

and ATARI ST microcomputer with a simple

monochrome monitor (Fig. 4a – b). Only

primitive graphics libraries could be used in

the absence of graphical standard tools at

the time. FEFLOW became the first fully

interactive and graphics-based finite-ele-

ment simulator in groundwater.

FEFLOW Version 3 (1990-1992)
Graphical workstations conquered the

 computational market. The X window and

OSF/Motif graphics style provided a new

standard. FEFLOW was again adapted and

extended. This effort was now done in a

commercial environment. In 1990 I was

one of the founders of WASY GmbH (the

acronym WASY translates from German to

Institute for Water Resources Planning and

Systems Research) at Berlin and FEFLOW

was developed further and marketed there

on an increasing scale. A developing group

was formed at WASY, which was enlarged

stepwise in the subsequent years. FEFLOW

became a registered trademark. From now,

the X-Window/Motif outlook in blue-green-

yellow colors was the typical GUI brand of

FEFLOW (cf. Fig. 5).

FEFLOW Version 4 (1992-2001)
This period was extremely productive and

successful. FEFLOW was becoming well-

known more and more and could be estab-

lished on the international market. The

 causes of FEFLOW’s success were manifold.

In a highly qualified teamwork FEFLOW 

was significantly extended and improved:

1992-1995, v. 4.0-4.4 (3D extensions, ther-

Fig. 5:  FEFLOW’s X wind-
ow and Motif GUI style,

year 1996

Fig. 4b:  ATARI ST 
microcomputer

Fig. 4a:  ATARI ST imple-
mentation showing inter-

active mesh generator
(top) and simulator (bot-

tom), year 1989. The
monochrome graphical

display had only a resolu-
tion of 640x400 pixels.

The ATARI ST implemen -
tation was the first com-

plete graphical simulation
software in groundwater

modeling containing
mesh editor, mesh gene-
rators, problem attribute
editor, simulation kernel

and postprocessor. It
already featured all basic
properties of an interac -

tive software system
which we subsequently

modified and extended in
other implementations.
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Fig. 6:  FEFLOW 6 new
development, year 2009

mohaline problems, 3D visualization, GIS

interface extension); 1996-1997, v. 4.5

(extended data interfaces, introducing data

store manager DSM, map assistant, mesh

refinement/derefinement); 1997-1998, v.

4.6 (Windows 95/NT installation, TMESH

mesh generator with add-ins, revision of

budget analysis tools); 1998, v. 4.7

(Interface manager IFM, unsaturated pro-

blems, extended interpolation techniques

for time varying data, FEPLOT); 1999-
2000, v. 4.8 (PEST for parameter estima -

tion, legend editor, improved map mana-

ger, reference distributions); 2001, v. 4.9

(extended zooming tools, improved coordi-

nate handling, new mesh editor, nonlinear

dispersion, improved phreatic mode, new

features in FEPLOT). In the extensions of the

code object-oriented programming with

C++ became increasingly present.

FEFLOW Version 5 (2002-2009)
The next steps in the development were:

2002, v. 5.0 (discrete feature elements

(1D/2D), extended possibilities for unsatu-

rated flow, FE-LM² parameter fitting tool,

true color implementation); 2003-2004, v.

5.1 [extensions for density-variable trans-

port (gravity-projected option), fast TRI -

ANGLE mesh generator, algebraic multigrid

(SAMG) equation solver]; 2005, v. 5.2 (mul-

tispecies transport, parallel computing,

FEMATHED reaction kinetics editor, tran-

sient pathline computations, FEFLOW

Explorer for 3D visualization and animati-

on); 2006-2007, v. 5.3 (64-bit technology,

variable-density multispecies multidiffusive

transport, new mesh generator GRIDBUIL-

DER, scatter plots, formula editor for

sink/sources); 2008-2009, v. 5.4 (borehole

heat exchanger simulation, spline interpola-

tion, improved parallelization, new SAMG

solver). In 2007 the shares of WASY GmbH

were purchased by DHI Group. The compa-

ny has since been renamed to DHI-WASY

GmbH and FEFLOW became part of the

DHI Group software portfolio. Version 5.4

has already a specific feature, viz., the GUI

is completely separated from the numerical

kernel, so that an alternate GUI can be

 linked via existing interfaces. In fact, paral-

lel to old GUI a new modern GUI has been

developed and tested, however, up to now

still hidden from the user.

FEFLOW Version 6 (2009-...)
The time of the classic X window and

OSF/Motif GUI is now ending after a period

of nearly 20 years. The old GUI is being dis-

placed by the Qt graphical interface, which

provides a modern and powerful environ-

ment for modeling and simulation with

many new and interesting features (Fig. 6).

This new GUI combined with the improved

software architecture, components and

object-oriented programming will be the

basis of FEFLOW’s further success in the

coming decades. More details can be found

in the articles written by the responsible

developers Rainer Gründler and Volker

Clausnitzer.
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Where Have all
the Blue  Buttons
Gone?
Efficient Transition from 
FEFLOW 5.x to FEFLOW 6

Peter Schätzl & Alexander Renz

Although the handling of FEFLOW 6 is

intended to be intuitive and easy to use,

any software of FEFLOW’s complexity is

unlikely to be completely self-explanatory.

In particular, the user interface based on

toolbars and control panels provides a new

degree of flexibility but may appear

somewhat unfamiliar to users of FEFLOW

5.x who are accustomed to strictly hierar-

chical menu structures and serial workflows

with a fixed sequence of operations.

So what are the main challenges for

DHI-WASY in developing appropriate

training material and course contents

for the introduction to FEFLOW 6? In

FEFLOW 5.x the hierarchical structure

allows to align training and materials direct-

ly to this structure – providing a clear

frame work. In contrast, the user interface

design of FEFLOW 6 keeps all functionality

accessible whenever possible to ensure

maximum flexibility and efficiency for the

user. As a consequence, training will focus

on explaining the philosophy and concepts

of the user interface. Once the basic ideas

have been put across, the application of

these concepts onto all different kinds of

models and model parameters is straight-

forward and mostly self-explanatory. Docu -

mentation and training therefore focus on

two major parts: 

1. The explanation of all components of 

the user interface (menus, toolbars, 

panels, views). In training courses and 

step-by-step examples this is done in 

an incremental approach, starting with 

the most basic ones, and then exten-

ding, using the components one by one. 

2. The practice of important workflows as 

examples based on step-by-step des-

criptions or the guidance of a trainer.

Based on these ideas and challenges, DHI-

WASY has developed a set of tools guiding

the users towards the application of the

new version.

Fig. 7:  Building blocks for an efficient transition to FEFLOW 6.
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Fig. 1– 6:  © CRYPTIC 2009

Having “climbed the mountain” of FEFLOW

5.x and feeling confident and safe on its

top, for you as a user FEFLOW 6 might look

like an unknown and far summit high up in

the clouds. So you might ask whe ther it is

really worth the effort climbing it. Of cour-

se we know it is. But rather than only tal-

king about all the advantages of FEFLOW 6,

we provide you with binoculars: By presen-

ting the new user interface at the 2nd

International FEFLOW Conference, at a

number of regional user group meetings

and in free online seminars, a close look at

the far summit is offered – yet still without

the effort of climbing it, i.e., without get-

ting your hands on.

You have decided to take up the chal-

lenge? Running down Mount FEFLOW 5.x

and ascending Mount FEFLOW 6 from the

valley bottom doesn’t seem to be the shor-

test possible way. Thus it is our job to offer

the technical means to bridge the gap. As a

first component, we have constructed a

suspension bridge consisting of a thorough

documentation (help system), a transition

manual, and a step-by-step example model

des cribed for both FEFLOW 5.x and

FEFLOW 6. These modules help, but you’d

still have to climb on your own. 

For the ones of you who prefer a more con-

venient and faster way, we have also con-

structed a funicular: Join us in a two-day

“FEFLOW 6 for FEFLOW 5.x modelers” trai-

ning, and we’ll safely guide you to the new

heights. The funicular operates on sche -

dule, but also on de mand: Besides open-

enrollment courses we can also pro vide cus-

tomized FEFLOW 6 introductory courses

on-site. 

You got lost on the way up to Mount

FEFLOW 6? Our support team provides

quick and first-class mountain rescue and

guides you back onto the track. 

We are confident that you will like the view

from Mount FEFLOW 6 once you have

stood on its summit – the one overtopping

all the other ones around!

Fig. 9:  Upcoming Courses

Course Title     Date Location, Organizer

FEFLOW 6 for FEFLOW 5.x Modelers 14/15 September Berlin, Germany, DHI-WASY

Groundwater Modeling using FEFLOW 28-30 October Johannesburg, South Africa 
DHI South Africa

Finite element modelling of flow, heat 3-5 November Shrewsbury, UK, esi
and solute transport with FEFLOW

Groundwater Modeling using FEFLOW 3-5 November Cambridge ON, Canada 
DHI North America

Groundwater Modeling using FEFLOW 10-12 November Denver CO, USA 
DHI North America

Introduction to FEFLOW 30 November Berlin, Germany, DHI-WASY
– 4 December

FEFLOW 6 für FEFLOW 5.x-Modellierer 7/8 December Berlin, Germany, DHI-WASY

FEFLOW 6 for FEFLOW 5.x Modelers 9/10 December Berlin, Germany, DHI-WASY

Fig. 8:  Online Seminars

Topic     Time Duration

FEFLOW 6 Online Seminar – english October 1, 6:00 pm 1 hour 30 minutes

FEFLOW 6 Online Seminar – english October 2, 8:00 am 1 hour 30 minutes

FEFLOW 6 Online Seminar – deutsch October 8, 2:00 pm 1 hour 30 minutes

FEFLOW 6 Online Seminar – deutsch October 26, 2:00 pm 1 hour 30 minutes

FEFLOW 6 Online Seminar – english October 27, 6:00 pm 1 hour 30 minutes

FEFLOW 6 Online Seminar – english October 28, 8:00 am 1 hour 30 minutes

FEFLOW 6 Online Seminar – english November 24, 6:00 pm 1 hour 30 minutes

FEFLOW 6 Online Seminar – english November 25, 8:00 am 1 hour 30 minutes

Please register via http://dhisoftware.webex.com (click on Register and search for FEFLOW 6).
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FEFLOW 6 introduces a new handling of

maps and map data conforming to the new

architecture (2D and 3D views) and

employing standard techniques known

from in Geographic Information Systems

(GI Systems). Two basic map types can be

distinguished:

• Georeferenced raster based maps (TIFF, 

PNG and JPEG) and

• Vector data (e.g. DXF, Shape data, ASCII 

formats), which in general are containing 

attribute data.

In addition, vector maps may contain either

2D or 3D coordinates. To meet this circum -

stance the map handling of each type has

some communalities as well as distinctions.

In analogy to the organization of the

FEFLOW data (process variables, material

properties, etc.) maps are organized in a

dockable tree structure, were a separate

group per map format exists. This organiza-

tion enables quick access to add, remove or

configure specific maps or entire map

groups. It provides also a context-menu

based recent file list, one per supported file

format. Up to the map file entry, the

structure is common for each map type.

The further structure depends on the map

as well as user-defined properties, which are

described in the following sections. 

Raster-based maps
Beside the Tagged Image File Format (TIFF),

FEFLOW 6 also supports the Portable

Network Graphics format (PNG) and the

JPEG File Exchange Format, where the maps

have to be georeferenced. Due to missing

attribute data, the raster-based maps can

be used as background maps only. The

visualization of raster maps in 2D views is

analogous the visualization in previous

FEFLOW versions, beside the fact that

FEFLOW 6 supports a configurable transpa-

rency. This enables the user to use multiple

maps simultaneously. In the case of 3D

models FEFLOW 6 supports also 3D views.

In this case, the visualization of raster-based

Fig. 1:  
Map configuration and
usage with FEFLOW 6.

Using Maps and Map Data
with FEFLOW 6
Olaf Arndt
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lable to different views. The layer definitions

are stored in the Finite Element Model file

(FEM file). To define the symbology of a

layer FEFLOW 6 provides a map property

panel, which is organized by groups accor-

ding to the corresponding map data. The

settings can be divided in general layer set-

tings (layer name, classification attribute, or

transparency) and settings of the respective

record that depend on the record type

(line, point, or polygon). The panel also

provides a classification dialog. Using this

dialog, it is possible to classify the map data

by unique values or ranges based on prede-

fined color palettes. 

In addition to the drawing of 2D vector

maps – which is similar to raster maps as

described above – there is a special mode of

drawing 3D vector data in 3D model views.

Using this mode, the Z-coordinate is used

to visualize the data instead of mapping the

data on a surface. So, 3D objects can be

shown directly inside the 3D model space

at their real position.

Selection of Nodes and
Elements
Compared to previous versions, FEFLOW 6

provides a slightly different concept of

assigning data to the model. Now, data will

be assigned to a selection of nodes or ele-

ments, thus before assigning data, a selecti-

on has to be defined. To do so, different

methods are available to the user. Beside

classical selection (like single, rectangular or

polygonal selection), the selection by vector

maps is also provided. Therefore, all availa-

ble vector maps are added to the map

selection combo box. By choosing the desi-

maps has to be handled in a different way.

Since raster data lack Z-coordinate values

FEFLOW 6 performs texture mapping, were

the raster data are mapped on a 3D surface

(the so-called spatial domain) which can be

the model top boundary or a specific slice.

Vector maps
FEFLOW 6 supports multiple file formats of

vector data, which can be added as map.

Currently, supported formats are the ESRI

Shape File Format, AutoCAD DXF files, and

several ASCII formats. FEFLOW 6 is also

capable to handle 2D or 3D vector data.

Similar to modern GI Systems, a layer con-

cept was introduced in FEFLOW 6. Here, it

is possible to define several layers with dif-

ferent symbologies like variable colors or

classifications. Each defined layer is added

to the map tree structure and hence is avai-

Fig. 2:  
Visualization of 3D
mining data using the
FEFLOW 3D view.
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red map, two map selection modes are

available, either automatic selection by all

map geometries or interactive selection. In

the case of selecting elements by polygons,

it is also possible to define the selection

modes element center in polygon, ele-

ments contained by polygon, or ele-

ment intersects polygon.

Assigning Data to Parameters
Based on an existing selection, data can be

assigned to the selected nodes or elements

of a parameter. After choosing the corres-

ponding parameter for editing, several edi-

ting tools are available. The simplest way is

to assign a constant value to the entire

selection. This can be done by entering the

value or selecting a previous value from a

recent list. In general, each specified value

will be treated as a value defined in the

(parameter-specific) current user unit but it

is also possible to specify the unit of the

value, which causes a on-the-fly conversion

as long as the unit belongs to the required

category. Besides entering the value of the

parameter, it is also possible to choose a

predefined entry from the parameter look-

up table. This makes it possible to define

named materials with typical parameter

values. While setting time-varying boun -

dary conditions or constraints it is also pos -

sible to edit and assign time

series. Finally, attribute   va l  -

u   e s of vector maps can also be assigned. 

Assigning Data by Map
In FEFLOW 6 there are new facilities to

assign map attributes to model parameters.

To enable the assignment of map data to a

se lection set of nodes or elements as des -

cribed in the pre vious section, the map

data must be linked to the specific para-

meter in advance. For each vector map an

arbitrary number of attributes can be lin-

ked to one or multiple parameters. For

each link additional settings are available

like source unit or regionalization method.

The defined links are part of the model

definition and therefore stored in the FEM

file so that they can easily be modified and

assignment can be repeated. In addition, it

is possible to add the current selection of

nodes or elements to a specific link, so all

required in formation to repeat an as -

signment task is avail able.

Another improvement compared to pre -

vious FEFLOW versions is the fact, that FE F -

LOW 6 supports the visualization of an ar -

bit rary number of model parameters while

editing a specific one. So it is possible to

Fig. 3:  FEFLOW 6 
link configura tion and 

editing tools.
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The capillary retention properties encounte-

red in soils research or in the development

of artificial porous media are not always

well described by the classic empirical rela-

tionships. The need for an alternative is ex-

emplified in Figure 1 where a cubic spline

graph fits measured retention data much

better than the empirical van Genuchten

relation. Splines are continuous, piecewise

polynomial functions with certain require-

ments on smoothness. They represent a

very flexible approach to data approxima -

tion. Moreover, splines offer a direct and

fully automated way from the experimental

data to the parametric curves used to des-

cribe capillary-pressure – saturation and sa tu -

ration – conductivity dependencies for simu -

lation of variably saturated flow problems.

Cubic splines in FEFLOW
Having been introduced in FEFLOW 5.4,

cubic interpolating splines can be found in

the Problem Editor as an additional model

for unsaturated flow material properties.

The spline dialog (Fig. 1), accessible via the

Edit button, provides graphical and table-

based data representations and also the

capability to change available spline pro-

perties and to compare a spline curve with

a van Genuchten fit. Measurement values

can be loaded from *.pow or *.txt files con-

taining two-column data. Alternatively,

data may be edited directly in the table. By

default, the monotonic version of the cubic

interpolating spline is used. This ensures

that the first derivative always stays positive

which is essential in the case of the capilla-

ry-pressure – saturation relation-ship where

the first derivative represents the storage

capacity. However, as a consequence of

Splines for Approximation
of Material Parameters
Volodymyr Myrnyy

Fig. 1:  Cubic monotonic
spline and van Genuchten
fits of capillary-pressure
vs. saturation data

monotonicity, the spline function may

become nonsmooth in some points.

Another option is the classical cubic spline

with a smooth first derivative. Here the user

should check visually whether the first deri-

vative is indeed positive everywhere. This

may require some expert work. While the

saturation-conductivity curve is defined on

the [0,1] interval, the capillary-pressure –

saturation curve is be defined on the nega-

display for example flow or material pa ra -

meters while setting boundary conditions. 

Exporting Data
In FEFLOW 6 there are also new export

capabilities available. Besides exporting

nodal and elemental parameters, aggrega-

ted fringes and isolines data can be export-

ed which greatly simplifies the further

external processing of the data in a GI

System. Furthermore, given an existing 3D

model and an appropriate file-format

selection, it is now possible to export the

parameters as 3D data.

Performance Issues
To improve performance with respect to

continuously growing model size but also

increasing core numbers of even desktop

computer, many tasks in FEFLOW 6 are per-

formed in parallel. This holds not only

during model simulation but also during

model design. So the user benefits from

parallel architectures during map prepara -

tion, selection of nodes and elements, or

assignment of data.
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From now on, a beta version of FEFLOW 6

can be downloaded from www.feflow.info

for testing. This beta version can be instal-

led in parallel to FEFLOW 5.4 and brings

both the 'old-style' Motif interface (version

5.5) and the new Qt interface. It is fully

functional with a license for FEFLOW 5.4. As

the beta version provided for download will

be updated frequently during the testing

period, the usage of each single downloa-

ded version is limited to three months. 

After intensive beta testing and further im -

provement, FEFLOW 6 will be released on

DVD. The official release version will then

require a new license. As in the past, the

new license and installation package will be

sent to all FEFLOW users with a current

Service and Maintenance Agreement (SMA)

automatically.
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Julia Mayer studied Envi -

ronmental Engineering at the

University of Stuttgart and at

the Technion, Israel Institute

of Technology in Haifa. Her

university education focused

on water resources manage-

ment and groundwater mo -

deling. During her Diploma

thesis at the Dept. of Water Resources

Management and Modeling of Hydro -

systems of the Technische Uni -

versität Berlin she additionally

developed profound know-

ledge of numerical modeling of

flow in porous media. From

September 1st 2009 Ms. Mayer

has joined the Groundwater

Modeling Centre (GMC) of DHI-

WASY where she mainly will be

involved in software support and training 

of FEFLOW users.

New Staff
Julia Mayer for FEFLOW

tive half-axis. The spline curve is extended

to minus infinity by an exponential function

smoothly connected to the first node of the

spline. The final spline node should always

be (0,1) where the first derivative is set to

zero by a boundary condition on the spline

function to enforce a smooth transition of

the curve to fully saturated conditions. 

The new splines model for unsaturated

material properties is both powerful and

sensitive. Unsuitable spline coefficients may

lead to incorrect results or nonconver -

gence. Correctly used, the model opens the

door to some exciting, previously inacces -

sible investigations in the field of unsatura-

ted flow problems in porous media.


